WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Mobility, the moving of people and goods, is transportation’s essential purpose. Transportation decisions for every mode of travel should consider all four core measures to evaluate mobility.

WHAT WE MEASURE

Quantity (7 supporting measures)

Travel quantity reflects the magnitude of travel on the system; how much freight is moved and how many people are served.

Quality (8 supporting measures)

The travel quality core measure helps to assess how good or bad the travel experience is. Travel time reliability on freeways has slowly improved.

Accessibility (2 Supporting measures)

Accessibility is the ease or ability to engage in activities using one or more modes. FDOT is increasing accommodation for cyclists and pedestrians.

Utilization (2 Supporting measures)

Utilization describes how much of the transportation system is used and conversely what capacity or availability remains. Peak hour congestion decreased over the past decade.

See all the mobility performance measures at dot.state.fl.us/planning/statistics/sourcebook/
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